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Paft-B (5 *10=50)
Q1.a)Suppose a TCP message that contains 2048 b)1es of data and 20 bytes
of TCP header is passed to If for delivery across two networks of the
Internet (i.e., from the sourc~ h~st to a router to the destination host). The
first network where the sour~e lIes uses 14-byte headers and has a MTU of
1024 bytes; the second ne~ork where the destination lies uses 8-byte
headers with a MTU of512 ~ytes. (Each network's J\.1TU gives the total
packet size tha~ m~y be sent,lincluding.the netwo!k header.) Also.- recall that
the IP header SIze IS 20 byte~. SchematIcally depIct -the packets that are
delivered to the network laydr at the destination hos.t assuming IPV4.(6M)

b) Outline the differences in [ragmentation of IPV 4 compared with
IPV6.( 4M)

Q2.a) Assume that BITS..Pil~ni has been assigned ~~lass C address as
210.93.45.0 by the ISP. USi

~' that our System admin wants to create 6

sub nets in our college one £ reach dept in BITS. How many hosts can be
connected to each dept subn t for internet connecti"ity? Assign the IF
address allocation for the sys~ems in every dept.(l 0~v1)

Q3. a)I want to provide indi~dual internet connecti,rity to 4096 nodes in
an organization. I want to ad~pt a particular scheme so that I can incorporate
good address space usage efficiency as well as minimum entries in routers
table across the internet to fo~ ard packets to the orj?;anization. Justify a

methodology to implement t e same. How many nodes theoretically I can

connect to each network? D. aw the diagram for th~: above

implementation. ( 6M)
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Assume that a DHCP client ~nters via the network
left). List out the steps involv~d in discovering the I
by the client( 4 M)
Q4.a)Outline the difference i4 behavior when multi
connecting to UDP server cotPpared to multiple TC::
TCP server .(3M)
b) With the help of an exampl+ outline how flow com
sender and a receiver via TC~ ?(7M)

Tol 

is achieved between

ith circuit switched andQ5.a)Compare the performanfe ofATM networks w

datagram switching networks~4M)
b)Using AAL5 show the situ~ion where(6M)
1 )N 0 padding is required
2)40 bytes of padding requirek
3)47 bytes of padding require«



Part -A
All questions carry equal marks (S*3=lSM)

Q2. A host with IP address ~30.23.3.20 and physical address
B23455102210 has a packet

i' 0 send to another host with IP address

130.23.43.25 and physical a dress A46EF45983AB. The two hosts are on
the same Ethernet network. how the ARP request amd reply packets
encapsulated in Ethernet fratltes

Q3.Briefly outline the extra *atures needed for Mobile IP compared to
Conventional non mobile IP petworks.

Q4. Consider the network s~own below and assume: that each router
A,B,C,D and E initially kno\fs the costs to each ofit:s neighbors. The
networks lie between routers.i

a) Consider the distance tector algorithm and sh,ow the distance vector
table entries at node E.

b) suppose the link between D and C got broken .Now specify how the
entries in table at E getS modified

Q5 Justify how hybrid cryptography is better than Symmetric and
asymmetric cryptographies?
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Answer all the questions

QI.a)Consider a broadcast channel with 3 nodes and a transmission rate of
IMbps. Suppose the broadc~st channel uses polling (with an additional
polling node) for multiple a~cess. Suppose the amolmt of time
from when a node complete~ transmission until the subsequent node is
permitted to transmit is 100 hI.sec. Suppose that wjthin a polling round, a
given node is allowed to transmit at most 1500 bits. What is the maximum
throughput of the broadcast channel.(3M)
b )How do you compare the above approach with C~;MA/CD?(3M)

Q2. Suppose a host has a 1 !\1B file that is to be serul to another host via a
medium. The file takes 1 secl of CPU time to comprl~ss 50% or 2 seconds to
compress 60%. Calculate th~ bandwidth of the medJ:um at which each
compression option takes th~ same total compression + Transmission
time. (3M)

Q3. Suppose two nodes, A atid B are attached to opplosite ends of a 900 m
cable, and that they each have one frame of 1000 bits (including all headers
and preambles) to send to each other. Both nodes at1:empt to transmit at time
t=O. Suppose there are four ~peaters between A andl B, each inserting a 20
bit delay. Assume the trans ission rate is 10 Mbps, and CSMA/CD with
backoff intervals of multiple of 512 bits is used. After the fIrst collision, A
draws K =0 and B draws K = Ii in the exponential backoff protocol. Ignore the

jam signal and the 96-bit tim~ delay.

a) What is the one-way propagation delay (includin~~ repeater delays)
between A and B in seconds. Assume that the signal propagation speed is
2 * 108 m/sec. (2M)

b) At what time (in seconds) ~s A's packet completely delivered at B.(3M)
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Q4.Suppose a point to point link is being set up ben¥een earth and a new
lunar colony. The distance from the moon to earth i:; approximately 385000
K.M and data travels over the link at the speed of li!~ht 3 * 108 m/sec.

A camera on the lunar takes pictures of Earth and salves them in digital
format to disk. Suppose mission control on earth wishes to download the
most current image which is 25MB. What is the mirlimum amount of time
that will elapse for the transfer to complete assumiIJlg a three way handshake
is initiated by mission control on earth to initiate the: data transfer. ( 4m)

Q5) Suppose nodes A and B are on the same 10 Mb]PS Ethernet segment, and
the propagation delay between the two nodes is 225 bit times. In the worst
case collision between A and B what should be minimum size of the frame
from A to implement CSMA/CD successfully in the above scenario.(2m)
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Answer all the question~;

Q 1. With the help of an example outline the usage of session layer in OSI network
protocol stack (4M)

Q2.a)With relevant diagrams outline the difference between roM and FDM for voice

traffic.(4M)
b)How the multiplexing affects the carrier of multiplexed voice channels in TDM as well
as FDM? (2M)

Q3. In the given diagram the integers represent the MAC addresses of the computers
whereas the alphabets like A,E,F, T ,H,N,Z ,M and P represent IP addresses.

a) Outline how a datagram packet is formed and routed betwl~en E and M (4M)
b )Outline how a datagram packet is formed and routed betwe:en A and H (2M)



Q4.
With relevant diagram outline the sequence of steps involved in getting a web page
called index.html from the root directory of a web server ~gQQgle.com by a web

browser.(4M)

.

Q5a»Outline clearly the difference between TCP and UDP sockets based

communication.(3M)
b )Specify the type of information you prefer for sending via the UDP socket and justify
the same. For the above information what will happen if you use TCP sockets ?(2)


